Abstract: Individuals increasingly rely upon the internet for basic economic interaction. Current cyber security mechanisms are unable to stop adversaries and hackers from gaining access to sensitive information stored on government, business, and public computers. Experts propose implementing attribution and audit frameworks in cyberspace to deter, prevent, and prosecute cyber criminals and attackers. However, this method faces significant policy and resource constraints. Social science research, specifically in law and economics, concerning common-pool resources suggests an organic approach to cyber security may yield an appropriate solution. This cyber commons method involves treating the internet as a commons and encouraging individuals and institutions to voluntarily implement innovative and adaptive monitoring mechanisms. Such mechanisms are already in use and in many cases have proven more effective than attribution mechanisms in resisting and tracing the source of cyber attacks.
Introduction
Continued economic growth and development requires communication, and the internet significantly enhances global communications (Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development 2008) . Economic and other forms of security require security in the internet [The White House "Remarks by the President" . Numerous recent attacks highlight the security gaps prevalent in the country's cyber infrastructure [Lynn 2010; Symantec Corporation 2010; New York Times August 13, 2008 (Markoff 2008 ; Wall Street Journal December 17, 2009 (Gorman et al. 2009)] . For instance, computer viruses have stolen the credit card information of millions of American citizens, and they have accessed computers that control vital public infrastructure such as nuclear facilities [The White House "Cyberspace Policy Review" 2009; Christian Science Monitor September 21, 2010 (Clayton 2010) ]. Due to increasing global threats, the U.S. government lists the protection of cyber space as one of the nation's most pressing national security priorities ("Cyberspace Policy Review"). Indeed, former Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff said: "Cybersecurity is among our first rank of security priorities in the twenty-first century" (Chertoff 2010, p. 1) . Identity or assigning permanent identity markers to internet users based on their real-world identities, and audit or constantly collecting and sifting through massive amounts of data on internet use comprise the foremost ideas for providing security on the Internet. Even if wildly successful, an attribution framework where every internet user has a permanent identity and the state audits their internet use data will address only some cyber vulnerabilities. It will prove incapable of delivering sufficient cyber security to ensure economic and national security (Wheeler 2003; Hunker 2008 ; United States House Committee on Science and Technology 2010). Social science literature that relates to (1) the protection of commons resources such as fisheries and (2) the creation of economic growth and security in cities can inform our thinking on the internet as a commons. This article proposes that while identity and audit comprise essential elements of the traditional solutions to the "tragedy of the commons," the adoption of institutions with bottom-up, organic rules and voluntary governance regimes will offer additional necessary measures to secure the internet. Organic rules are bottom-up rules that naturally arise from the interactions between individuals as opposed to top-down rules that central authorities create and mandate.
Current cyber security method
Of the popular frameworks actively debated, solving "identity and audit" provides the most promise for security. Anonymity without forensics creates a corrupting dynamic in which actions are separated from consequences. If nobody knows who you are or what you do, you cannot get caught, prosecuted, and punished. Basic economic science tells us that when the cost of a good declines, the quantity demanded increases; conversely, when the cost increases, the quantity demanded decreases. Knowing the identity and tracking the actions of individuals on the internet will allow for apprehension, prosecution, and the imposition of consequences (ibid). The cost of nefarious actions will increase, and their frequency of occurrence will decrease (Becker 1968) .
The Obama administration advocates the implementation of parts of such an identity and audit framework. The policy dictates the establishment of authentication mechanisms that inform network authorities about the trustworthiness of internet users ("Cyberspace Policy Review," p. 33). To implement such an idea, the government will empower institutions with the ability to verify the identity of users. After verification by an authority, a user receives access to a protected network and its levels of data. Other users on the network will then know for certain that the individual accessing their service is indeed who they claim to be. If that person commits an illegal act, the network's authorities will immediately identify the culprit. Naturally the networks will exclude users who are unwilling to reveal their identity. Additionally, the government will assemble and survey vast amounts of internet usage data to find evidence of illegal activity. The government will then possess the forensic information required to find and prosecute the perpetrator (Hunker 2008; Shachtman 2010 ; United States House Committee). Note that the government has not yet indicated exactly how it would implement such an identity and audit framework, or provide institutions the ability to verify the identity of users.
The private sector provides good examples of where the government wants to go. The music industry association, the Recording Industry Association of American (RIAA) traces the IP address of users who illegally share copyrighted music to identify the perpetrator. Many music sharing software programs do not hide the IP address of the users, which makes it easy for the RIAA to find IP addresses. The RIAA then contacts the Internet Service Provider (ISP) that provided the IP address to the user, and asks them to turn over the identity of the user. However, the ISP may resist handing over the identity of the user and so the RIAA is not always successful Rampell (2008) . As an additional example, Google discovered in early 2010 that hackers in China had attacked its websites. Following this discovery, Google partially terminated its services in China [New York Times, January 13, 2010 (Jacobs and Helft 2010) ].
Although the existing informal attribution framework is successful at stopping some cyber crime, it cannot provide adequate cyber security for several reasons. First, cyber criminals and spies will increasingly mask their identity or exploit that of a third party. For example, attackers use "laundering hosts," by which an attacker logs into a random system and then uses or hijacks that system to attack his or her target. The hijacked system becomes an intermediary between the attacker and the target, obscuring the true source of the attack from authorities. The intermediary system can even belong to a verified user who is unaware of his or her computer's hijacking (Wheeler 2003, p. 3) . Attackers also often launch attacks, such as denial of service attacks, from more than one physical location and in conjunction with numerous accomplices spread out over the globe. This tactic makes it difficult for authorities to pinpoint the physical attacker to a single location (Hunker 2008, p. 7) . Future plans for bolstering the attribution framework will make it more difficult for attackers to use these methods, but the history of cyber security and the literature on arms races suggest that hackers are adaptive and will draw the authorities into an expensive and never ending cat-and-mouse game [Gray 1971; Wheeler 2003, p. 46; Washington Post February 1, 2010 (Goldsmith 2010 ].
Second, centralization increases vulnerability. Attackers will capitalize on the centralization inherent in the attribution model to perform increasingly devastating crimes. To verify the identity of users, a central authority must collect, analyze, and store information about those users. If a cyber criminal hacks into that central authority's network, in one fell swoop the criminal will gain access to sensitive information and the identities of millions of internet users (United States House Committee; Wheeler 2003, p. 48) . As another example, if a cyber criminal successfully spoofs an identity, he or she could gain access to more: personal e-mail accounts, bank accounts, and health records.
Third, many oppose an identity and audit framework because they hesitate to sacrifice anonymity and privacy to gain security. They fear losing the advantages that a large, anonymous internet provides. The internet has arguably become a hub of creativity because it gives individuals the freedom to participate and contribute in a way they would feel uncomfortable doing if they lacked anonymity [Wheeler 2003, p. 50; Hunker 2008, p. 10 ; Forbes November 29 (Their 2012) ]. The heated debates over legislative bills that the U.S. Congress has considered to patrol activity on the internet suggest that the government will likely face significant legal challenges trying to defend its ability to curtail and monitor activity that many people consider protected under the First Amendment of the U.S. constitution. Moreover, verified identification will produce an extension of property rights to the internet and give groups the ability to exclude and essentially discriminate against people who either are not verified or refuse to become verified. Implementation of property rights and exclusionary regimes will spawn a fragmentation of the internet into various closed private networks that will result in the diminished availability of information. Such an enclosure and resultant denial of access to knowledge occurred in the early 1990s when scholarly societies facilitated the privatization of scholarly journals and turned over their publishing apparatuses to private firms. To contain costs and increase profits, the private firms drastically increased the price of scholarly journals. Subsequently, many universities and libraries stopped purchasing subscriptions to the journals, causing many faculty and students to lose access to scholarly knowledge (Heller 1998; Kranich 2007) . Additionally, the debate over net neutrality suggests that a significant population will resist further enclosure and the resultant privatization and commodification of information [Hahn and Wallsten 2006; Economides 2008; Wall Street Journal September 20, 2010 (Schatz 2010 ].
Fourth, an identity and audit policy will require significant resource costs. The government and other participating institutions will require an enormous amount of resources to verify users and maintain the verification regime (Wheeler 2003, p. 46) . The U.S. government will also find it difficult to convince the nations from which many computer attacks arise, such as Southeast Asian and Eastern European countries, to participate (Kshetri 2005; Hunker 2008, p. 14) . Additionally, it is unclear exactly how the government would implement a comprehensive identity and audit framework. The technical problems involved with implementing the framework may incur significant costs.
Fifth, an attribution framework will fail against computer viruses that rely on social networks and hardware to spread. These new strains of computer viruses propagate malware exponentially and nonlinearly throughout the internet, which makes it difficult if not impossible for authorities to uncover the origin of the attack and thereby deter cyber criminals. The Conficker virus, which resides in millions of government, home, and business computers in over 200 countries, is an example of such a malware. The virus, which consists of cutting-edge code, infected computers in a discreet fashion that circumvented the defenses of private business and government networks. Governments have yet to identify the creator of the virus. Furthermore, the fragmentation of the internet into private or semiprivate enclaves will not have stopped the virus because it also traveled through hardware such as flash drives [Network World March 31, 2009 (McMillan 2009 ), July 31, 2009 (Greene 2009 ); Bowden 2010] . As discussed below, a voluntarily formed group of computer security experts made the greatest headway against Conficker -not a central authority relying on attribution and audit mechanisms. Groups of volunteers have also made contributions to cyber security that is not limited to the Conficker virus episode such as developing free threat detection software [Honeynet Project 2008 Washington Post March 30, 2009 (Krebs 2009 .
Identity and audit is the best of today's popular approaches to security on the internet. This policy, however, can never deliver the needed security and growth. It also generates conflict of interest for governments. Government agencies that have the task with providing cyber security also have the task of exploiting weaknesses in cyber security to collect intelligence. We must think outside of the existing framework for more transparent and accountable, and better solutions (Schneier 2009 ). Exploration of the parallels between commons, knowledge commons, and common pool resources will provide important foundational insights. Studies on enhancing and securing a commons support the idea that groups of individuals can voluntarily form to guard a common space. So how do we know if the internet is a commons?
The internet as a commons
A "commons" denotes resources that are shared between numerous participants. For example, a pasture is a commons, and the grass in the pasture "resource units." The participants are the farmers whose cows graze on the grass in the pasture. For decades, social scientists have applied this commons concept to resources such as forests, playgrounds, air, fisheries, and libraries (Hess and Ostrom 2007, 4-6) .
Likewise, the internet is a shared resource. The information available on the public internet, made up of networked computers and servers, is the resource unit, and the participants involved comprise hundreds of millions of individuals and institutions around the world. Indeed, others have also considered the internet and cyber space as a commons (Hurwitz 2009; Rattray et al. 2010) .
Despite the distinct similarities between a common-pool resource and the internet, the internet differs from a common-pool resource in three important ways. First, the resource units in the internet are non-rival. A common-pool resource, or shared resource system, contains a subtractable or rival resource. When a participant consumes a subtractable resource, the amount of the resource available to other participants decreases. When a farmer's cow eats the grass on an area of the pasture, the cows of other farmers can no longer eat that grass (Hess and Ostrom 2007, p. 9) . In contrast, the internet, which is similar to other knowledge or information commons, does not house subtractable resources since information is typically non-rivalrous. When sharing a cooking recipe, knowledge spreads and does not diminish through sharing; when I give you Aunt Shirley's spaghetti sauce recipe, I still have the recipe. When a participant consumes or accesses information on the internet, that information is not deleted nor is it denied to other participants. In fact, the act of sharing a specific piece of information adds resource units to the commons and often adds value to that information (ibid., 7-11). Additionally, the redundancy of the information on the internet also reduces its subtractability. In theory, the elimination of a server or computer that hosts certain information may cause loss of that information and thus lead to a subtraction in resource units. However, in practice, individuals and organizations usually back up and cache information on several servers and computers, making it unlikely that elimination of a server or computer will lead to actual subtraction of information.
Second, as an information commons, the internet provides additional resource units as the number of participants increases. The non-rival resource units in an information commons allow users to accrue consistent benefits and encourage the users to maintain the commons. Contrary to a CPR, the more users in an information sharing commons, for example Wikipedia, the more valuable the commons (Alchian and Demsetz 1973; Hess and Ostrom 2007; Ostrom 2009 ).
Third, the internet is excludable. A commons can be privately, semi-privately, or collectively owned. Forms of private ownership allow the excludability of resource units. Participants may fence off sections of a commons and deny others access to that space and the resources contained within (Hess and Ostrom 2007, pp. 7-11) . For example, farmers put up fences on areas of pasture to keep the cows of other farmers from entering and grazing on their land. The fenced land, however, ceases to be a part of a commons by nature of the fence (and associated property rights). It is no longer shared. Individuals can divide cyber space into various types of commons. The ease of erecting boundaries in the internet and the possibility of carving up smaller spaces allows internet users to partition the cyber commons into sub-commons and regulate the number of users (Alchian and Demsetz 1973; Hess and Ostrom 2007; Ostrom 2009 ). For instance, many organizations own and operate private networks or private "clouds" that hold sensitive or proprietary information. These organizations verify the identity of individuals and only then provide them with access to the information and capabilities of their private network. These organizations create private commons that deny access or exclude internet users based upon identity. The private internet enclaves function as club goods (Buchanan 1965) . For instance, the U.S. Department of Defense maintains classified information on private networks (Lynn) . An individual gains access to one of these networks, for example, only after the network owner verifies identity and validates the individual's request to access that data. The user, in exchange, agrees to abide by certain constraints. In another method of internet exclusion, cyber attackers can use an attack called "denial of service" to deny their targets access to the internet entirely. These denial-of-service attacks overwhelm and effectively shut down a website's host server [Hunker 2008, p. 7; New York Times August 6, 2009 (Wortham 2009 .
Although parts of the internet function as club goods, much of the internet functions as a commons. You cannot separate the security of the private internet enclaves from that of the larger public internet commons. The private internet enclaves are often linked to each other and to the larger public internet, and so depend on the proper functioning of the larger internet commons. For example, one private internet service such as Amazon's cloud servers host the information of other private internet services. If Amazon's cloud servers suffer an attack and go down, other private internet services also go down. The attacks arise from individuals using the larger public internet to manufacture and deploy the attacks [Venture Beat May 4, 2011 (Takahashi 2011)] . Thus, the functioning and security of private internet enclaves is linked to the functioning and security of the larger public internet commons. Also, large parts of the internet are open to the public, and in fact this public internet provides the diversity, communication, and crowdsourcing that have proven so fundamental to the value of this knowledge commons and the generation of private enclaves of the internet (Becker and Ostrom 1995) . As mentioned above, exclusion from the large commons -the public internet -diminishes both the private benefit and the public good. We see that institutions use cyber space by both benefiting from the unrestricted internet but also by creating enclaves with identity and audit regimes and constraints on behavior. Industry and government have evolved collaboratively in this direction (Homeland Security and Defense Business Council). However, using the commons framework allows us to characterize cyber security threats in two ways: penetration of your enclave, and denial of your access to the value of the broader internet value. Thus, we see that the internet is a unique commons that has both low subtractability and high excludability. Despite a few key differences, the internet still shares many similarities with other common-pool resources. Therefore, reviewing how security provision best functions for other commonpool resources can help us articulate how security provision should function for the internet.
Bottom-up, organic security
A rich social science literature establishes that the participants of a common-pool resource can organize organically to protect and even enhance resource units. The traditional economic allegory states that in conditions without regulation, the self-interested participants negligently over-consume the resource and destroy the commons. This idea is known as the tragedy of the commons (Hardin 1968) . For instance, each farmer receives the full benefit of adding an additional cow to the commons pasture, but only pays a fraction of the common resource costs. Therefore, each farmer will over-invest in cattle and undervalue the grazing land. The accumulated grazing of the total cows eventually results in the depletion of the grass -the common pool resource. Social scientists led by recent Nobel Laureate Elinor Ostrom suggest two ways to solve this "tragedy of the commons."
Property rights based upon centralized enforcement and property division comprise the standard approaches to solving the "tragedy of the commons." One either invokes a strong central authority to regulate the behavior of participants or divides the commons up into parcels owned by individuals, thereby dividing the common property into private property via cordons or fences, or some combination of both. The autocratic form of ownership incentivizes rules and enforcement consistent with commons resource preservation -the autocrat benefits from longterm preservation. The owner or central authority establishes rules and implements enforcement mechanisms, and monitors the behavior of participants, denying access or excluding participants who do not follow the rules (ibid; Alchian and Demsetz 1973, 16-27) . When divided into parcels with fences, the individual owners of the small plots of land ensure others do not encroach on their property, protecting their valuable resource units. The allegorical solution to the commons tragedy mirrors today's popular approaches to cyber security -strong centralized authority, mostly across private or semi-private enclaves.
The common property rights-based solution framework fails to secure and enhance the commons. Several elements mitigate the effectiveness of the topdown or "fences" approaches. First, a disassociated regulator may not have the details or adaptive capabilities to effectively allocate resources of the commons and may make the "tragedy" worse. Second, the privatization of a commons often diminishes the value of the commons. Several studies point out these consequences. A 2006 article showed that centrally regulated and cordoned-off forest areas in Brazil were more vulnerable to fire and deforestation than indigenous reserves that used a bottom-up approach, discussed below (Nepstad et al. 2006) . Additionally, an investigation of more than 200 protected areas in twenty-seven countries found that many protected areas, regulated via a top-down approach that excluded much of the public, did not have adequate control over their boundaries (World Wide Fund 2004) . Third, numerous studies revealed that a commons is better taken care of when a population local to the commons or the commons' participants play a role in monitoring the health of the commons regardless of the type of ownership or regulatory regime. The lack of exclusion provides for a greater number of people monitoring the health of the resource (Banana and Gombya-Ssembajjwe 2000; Ostrom and Nagendra 2006) .
According to the alternate framework for regulating a common-pool resource, participants organically establish rules via a bottom-up or collective approach that regulates resource consumption (Ostrom and Nagendra 2006, p. 19224) . Currently, numerous commons not regulated via a top-down approach function well. Such commons include California groundwater basins, North Atlantic fisheries, African community forests, and Nepalese irrigation systems (Hess and Ostrom 2007, p. 11) . A survey of forests and parks in South Asia found that buffer-zone forests, which are not centrally-protected or regulated, and community-managed forests often experience significantly more regrowth than government-controlled forests (Nagendra et al. 2005) . In other words, collectively-managed or public commonpool resources are often more sustainable than centrally-regulated or privatized commons.
Apart from the examples above, laboratory studies also demonstrate that humans come together as a group voluntarily to regulate each other's behavior, promote the group, and ultimately their individual interests (Olson 1993; Van Vugt 2009) . One such study asked students to invest a specific amount of tokens in two types of markets. The experimenters fixed the return for the first market for every token the students invested while they pegged the return for the second market to a function where the return would increase depending on how many tokens all the students in the group invested. If all the students invested their tokens in the first market, each would receive a return of $1.25 per round, whereas if all participants put all of their tokens in the second market, each would receive the maximum return of $1.89 per round. When the students made their investment decisions without interacting with the other students, they each averaged a return of 21% of the maximum attainable return. After ten rounds, the students engaged in face-to-face communication with each other for ten minutes. The students reportedly did not discuss coordinating their investment behavior and instead engaged in "cheap talk." After this brief communication period and another ten rounds, the students averaged a return of 55% of the maximum. The students next talked to each other face-to-face between each of the next ten rounds. The students then averaged a return of 73% of the maximum (Ostrom and Nagendra 2006, p. 19229) . When the students interacted with each other, they realized the benefits of coordinating their behavior and working together as a group. Other variations of this study revealed that humans are also willing to forgo immediate individual return in order to sanction and reward the behavior of others. This regulatory behavior allows groups to better coordinate their behavior and eventually increase their individual returns (Sefton et al. 2006 ). If we think of the internet as a commons, and we know empirically and experientially that people can protect a commons and organize in the absence of centralized rule making and enforcement, then the commons framework provides a relevant approach to security in cyber space.
Security without identity
Individuals also organize in an organic way to protect against external threats in the absence of identity. For example, Jane Jacobs identified this behavior in relation to the way in which cities and neighborhoods function. In The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jacobs described a block in a diverse, urban city as a commons open to the public and largely autonomous. She then discussed how the interactions of the residents and visitors of the city block led those individuals to form an informal but effective policing apparatus that established security. According to Jacobs, when humans are free to routinely interact with others, they tend to develop informal networks of relationships based upon trust and open access to news and information. An open and diverse city block allows pedestrians, salesmen, and residents, who may not know each other's identity, to interact and develop these relationships that lead to spontaneous actions of policing (Jacobs 1961) . In this instance, the block provides a common space with countless resource units, all requiring physical security. People gain little from a common space with run-down and dangerous areas and so will invest little to nothing to protect the space and the strangers inhabiting it.
Jacobs illuminates the idea that knowledge without identity leads to collective security through a personal anecdote when she describes a scene that she witnessed from her apartment window, which was located in a teeming city block. A small girl was standing rigidly on the street, facing a man who was cajoling her to follow him. The girl looked uncomfortable and hesitant, which the owners of the butcher shop across the street noticed. As the man became more demanding, the owners walked out in the street with crossed arms and a stern look. Eventually, other shopkeepers and customers walked out and residents began to poke their heads out from the apartment buildings on top of the shops. This newly formed group surrounded the man and the girl. The man noticed the group and changed his behavior toward the girl. Even though no one knew the girl or the man, the group made it clear to the man that they would protect the girl. The group soon learned that the man was the girl's father and of no threat to the girl (ibid). From their front steps, the residents of Jacob's city blocks provided security to an individual without knowing her identity or that of her possible assailant. To do so, all they required was the ability to witness the suspect behavior. At the same time, we've also read the news stories of the victims being beaten on the street with pedestrians in earshot, but nobody responds to help the victim. In these instances, we usually understand the common space to have little value to those individuals in relation to the costs of organic security.
Organic security on the internet
The internet is a commons that is conducive to organic security and security without identity. Individuals voluntarily join together to defend a common resource without a strong autocratic authority or identity. Rules and enforcement occur organically, but some conditions are more conducive, such as the size of the commons, the value of the common resource to participants, and the number of participants. Referring again to Ostrom, Social Science research provides factors that help us understand preservation and security of a commons (see Figure 1) . Figure 1 presents ten factors that Ostrom identified as integral to the health of a collectively-controlled commons. It displays the impact of each factor on common-pool resources and the ways in which the factors can be applied to the internet commons. The table therefore gives us a framework for analyzing the internet in order to identify factors more and less conducive to security and the cyber commons. In the next section, we will examine the Conficker virus attack to see how individual users of the overarching internet commons will voluntarily come together to monitor potential cyber attacks and defend against them. We choose the Conficker virus episode because it is well documented and shows the comparison between organic versus top-down cyber security. We will show that identity and audit is not encompassing, and that a commons framework can fit the internet and lead to growth and security without an autocracy over identity.
The Conficker virus case
The Conficker virus episode illuminates how the bottom-up approach can outperform the top-down approach. As mentioned above, the Conficker computer virus spread rapidly. It infected and ultimately gained control of millions of computers around the world, some of which provide access to vital infrastructure. Cyber security experts first detected the virus in November 2008 when they noticed its existence in computers designed to attract viruses and cyber attacks known as "honeypots." The virus exploited a vulnerability in the Microsoft Windows operating system, which allowed the virus to spread to other computers easily and rapidly. The virus replicated and installed itself in computers so quickly that it dislodged competing viruses. Soon after experts discovered the virus's existence, they realized it had already spread to hundreds of thousands of computers around the world. Experts also soon came to understand that authorities had failed to notice the virus for so long because the virus was intelligent enough not only to disable anti-malware programs but also fix the vulnerability it had exploited and essentially erase any trace of infection [Bowden; Washington Post March 30, 2009 (Krebs 2009 Eventually, Microsoft released a security patch to fix the vulnerability, but that did not end the virus's spread. Some users failed to download and install the new patch, which made it easy for the virus to spread as it did originally. At the same time via the internet, the virus received updates to its code that gave it the ability to profligate over flash drives. Curiously, the virus did not appear to affect the performance of the computer in any way. All it did, other than spread, was occasionally send a few hundred bytes over the internet to a seemingly random assortment of domain names. Like a sleeper cell biding its time before it attacks its host, the virus essentially lay in wait in the computer, subtly communicating
Factor
Impact on the commons Impact on the internet Size of the commons If the size is large then the cost of defining boundaries is high. If small, then the system does not generate enough benefit. Thus a moderate sized system is the most conducive to ensuring success.
People split the larger public internet commons into private, semi-private, and public enclaves that then fall under the purview of various organizations, so the size of the commons can vary. Smaller commons limit resource availability. Productivity of the commons If resources are depleted or overly abundant then participants do not face incentives to conserve.
Not only is the internet nonsubtractive -as a knowledge commons, it produces more benefits from more participants.
Predictability of commons dynamics
Participants must estimate the consequence of their actions.
The internet provides robust reliability in the absence of denial of service or identity threats. As information on the internet proliferates, knowledge becomes a function of tools or widgets on the internet that allow for search and other functions.
Resource unit mobility
Since organizing is costly, it is less likely to happen when the resource is mobile and can dissipate such as water that can evaporate.
Since information is not subtractable, the information does not move to some other location, unless cordoned off into an enclave -a private cloud.
Number of participants
The number of participants must not be too low or too high so as to overwhelm the resource system.
The internet commons successfully sustains hundreds of millions of internet participants. Organization occurs among sub-populations. Leadership Experts and elites with entrepreneurial skills help organize and lead participants.
The internet provides perhaps the most entrepreneurial space in the history of the world. Norms/Social capital Users with agreed upon rules of behavior, norms of reciprocity, and sufficient trust between each other adhere to agreements and perform sufficient surveillance.
The success of e commerce sites such as e-bay and Craig's list validate the importance of social norms and reputation effects.
Knowledge of the system
Participants are more successful maintain the commons when they understand the system and the consequences of their actions A large group of experts exists, however most users do not understand the operation of the internet. Participants, however, have clear expectations of the benefits and costs of the system and the consequences of their actions. Importance of resource to participants Participants should place a high value on the resource.
The global economy, public infrastructure, and military capabilities are highly dependent on the internet. However of interest, most people may not fully appreciate how reliant they are on the effective functioning of the internet. Collectivechoice rules A commons is more successful when participants have full autonomy at the community level to craft and enforce their rules.
The openness of the internet provides great autonomy, however the anonymity can make coordination more difficult. Social media and networking may enhance communication and therefore community level-rulemaking and enforcement. with its remote command center and listening for the signal to launch its strike with only its creator aware of the destruction it will bring (ibid).
No one could stop the virus's spread or identify its creator until a number of computer security experts voluntarily worked together to battle the virus. Since the virus had been spreading in all directions throughout the internet, no one could ascertain exactly which computer it infected first and thus trace its source of origin. To solve this problem, a unique and small group of cyber security experts from various nonprofit foundations and technology companies voluntarily came together and formed a group known initially as the Conficker Cabal and today as the Conficker Working Group ("CWG"). The CWG members represent such groups as America Online, Symantec, Georgia Institute of Technology, Shadowserver Foundation, Internet Coporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, and China's Ministry of Information Industry. Microsoft offered a reward of $250,000 to encourage this group and others to hunt down the person behind the virus. The CWG members did not sign contracts, ask for fees, or set up official meetings and workshops. They only use a website, email mailing lists, and occasional conference calls to coordinate their work. The CWG tried to follow the path of the information the virus was sending back to its command center. However, the path the information took was complex and difficult to decipher. One of the CWG members then visited online forums that catered to hackers and cyber security aficionados. On the forum, the CWG member picked up a few snippets and rumors that suggested the creator of the Conficker virus was situated in Ukraine. Also, on this forum, many computer security experts not affiliated with the CWG also gave the CWG member advice on how to battle the virus. Over time, the CWG members and their affiliated organizations developed software to detect the presence of the virus on computers and networks and eliminate it. The Department of Homeland Security has since distributed this software to federal and local governments, commercial vendors, and infrastructure owners. The creator or creators of the virus are still at large. However, Mikko Hypponen, chief research officer at F-Secure and a member of the CWG, disclosed that government authorities are close to identifying and capturing the responsible party. Hypponen indicated that the authorities believe the creators are in Ukraine (ibid; Conficker Working Group, "Confiker Working Group", 2010) .
The events surrounding the spread of and response to the Conficker virus impart several lessons. First, the hacker who created and launched the virus capitalized on the enormous number of participants on the internet and the ubiquity of computer and social networking to rapidly and secretly spread the virus in all directions, thereby making it nearly impossible discover its origin. Second, as mentioned before, the virus's ability to spread discreetly through the internet and via hardware erased the security that private networks typically provide. Third, volunteers who were not associated with the proper authorities were the most successful in combating the virus. Like when the shopkeepers and residents of Jacob's neighborhood spontaneously protected the girl against an unknown attacker, a small group of experts from around the world saw the threat, and chose to come together with the help of some major organizations and voluntarily organized into a cyber enforcement squad. Many members of the CWG believe that government law enforcement agencies were slow to respond to the virus [New York Times March 18, 2009 (Markoff 2009 . Experts from various organizations can organically organize and respond to future cyber attacks.
Steps to strengthen collective cyber security
A central authority such as the U.S. government can undertake several steps to encourage the organization of security collectives such as the Conficker Working Group and improve their shortcomings. The Conficker Working Group published a lessons learned document that highlighted several deficiencies including the need to improve communication and coordination (Conficker Working Group, "Lessons Learned Document" 2010) . Security researchers and experts can, and in many cases do, communicate with each other and self-organize. However, we should not take their ability to do so for granted. In a normal commons such as a fishery, the close physical proximity of the participants involved helps them build relationships and thus improve coordination and security. In a limited physical space, individuals run into each other regularly and are compelled to interact. In cyber space, interactions are less happenstance and meaningful relationships are more difficult to construct. Central authorities must help promote interaction and provide the space where security experts and others can build trust relationships that foster coordination and communication. Organizations such as Oracle and Apache provide similar spaces and undertake similar steps to aid the development of open-source software (Apache; Oracle) .
Social science literature provides numerous insights on the importance of interaction and how authorities must structure virtual spaces to aid coordination and communication. Research has shown that the willingness of individuals to work as a group is positively correlated with their ability to identify with the group, trust each other, and satisfy their core values (Baumeister and Leary 1995; Ostrom 2003; Van Vugt 2009 ). As mentioned above, human interaction increases the likelihood that people will work together. A study found that verbal messages exchanged in chat rooms increases subjects' propensity to contribute to a public good nearly as much as face-to-face communication (Bochet et al. 2006) . Communications tools that improve the ability of internet users to interact with each other can increase coordination and improve security. Furthermore, studies showed that individuals are more likely to act ethically or pro-socially when they feel someone is evaluating them and when their actions impact their reputations (Bateson et al. 2006 ). Sites such as eBay allow users to comment on the reputations of others, which impacts economic behavior (Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002; Ostrom 2003) . Major websites can also implement reputation mechanisms, such as eBay's feedback systems, that deter users from pursuing unlawful or ethically questionable behavior. Also, studies found that individuals are motivated to act in a certain way when they receive incentives to do so, either for material gain or the fulfillment of a core value (Van Vugt 2009). The government and relevant organizations can somehow, even if through recognition, reward the efforts of professional and amateur security experts in responding to cyber crime. The government and major technology companies can help certain populations such as military entities and nongovernmental organizations use attribution technology to build smaller, semi-private networks that have a core group of verified individuals yet do not completely restrict access. Cyber security experts will then find it easier to coordinate their actions and monitor their part of cyber space. When an illegal activity occurs in semi-private enclaves, experts can use an audit mechanism to identify the individual, collect information from individuals monitoring the cyber space, and trace back the source of the illegal activity. Although a central authority cannot guarantee cyber security on its own, it can use the commons framework and crowdsourcing to guide actions that will facilitate a security with high visibility and low identity that relies on semiautonomous groups to counter unpredictable cyber threats (Vermeij 2008) .
Utilizing crowdsourcing on the internet to combat threats is not new to the U.S. government. The Department of Homeland Security recently established the "Neighborhood Network Watch" program to analyze potential terrorist usage of American internet networks. The program aims to educate Americans about cyber security, collect samples of data over public networks to identify malicious behavior, and incentivize individuals and organizations to report suspicious cyber behavior that relates to terrorism.
The Neighborhood Network Watch program's focus on educating internet users about cyber security signifies the small steps each individual can take to help secure the internet. Other organizations such as information technology security company Symantec and the Federal Trade Commission also incentivize internet users to become responsible cyber citizens and secure their personal information and consequently help care for the internet. These organizations urge internet users to, for example, regularly update anti-virus programs, use firewalls, identify phishing scams, properly dispose computers, and password protect home networks. They communicate to individuals that by following such steps, individuals will better protect their personal information and reduce the likelihood of suffering identity theft. This incentivizes and thus encourages participation. Greater participation improves the overall security of personal information and home networks on the internet and helps curtail the spread of malware and thwart cyber criminals. The steps taken by individual actors helps to ensure the security of personal information, but significantly helps to curtail the spread of malware on the internet (United States Government 2011).
The specific ways in which the U.S. government can leverage the expertise of participants in the internet commons differs according to the type of cyber attack. Cyber threats differ in scale and intensity. Criminals and spies more frequently launch denial-of-service, hacking, and probing attacks against a small number of websites and cause little damage to national security systems. A nation-state, however, has the ability to organize a catastrophic cyber assault against another nation's security system even though such attacks occur infrequently. With respect to frequent and less damaging attacks, the U.S. government can allow computer security experts from relevant organizations to take the lead. These experts have more local information and can quickly implement solutions at the target site. On the other hand, with respect to less frequent and more damaging attacks, a U.S. government agency can take the lead in battling the assault. In such a scenario, local actors and experts can still provide the lead government agency with information and expertise. Thus, during a potential cyber war with a nation such as China, the U.S. government can coordinate and scale-up the efforts of numerous experts and solution implementers (IBM 2010) .
The U.S. government can encourage collective cyber security irrespective of the nationality of the local actors and experts. The internet does not subscribe to geographical boundaries. For instance, when Russia allegedly launched the world's first cyber war against Estonia in 2007, Estonian government authorities fought the assault with computer experts not only from Estonian government, police, banks, and internet service providers but also experts from Finland, Germany, and Slovenia [New York Times May 29, 2007 (Landler and Markoff 2007) ]. Experts from non-Western countries also have an incentive to organize and protect the internet. Many countries use the internet for commerce, safety, and public services (Deibert and Rohozinski 2010) . During the Conficker virus episode, representatives from the Chinese government worked with Americans and Europeans to protect the internet's underlying vitality and their computers' functionality. The U.S. government can further encourage international participation in collective cyber security by highlighting the economic and social incentives international actors have in defeating cyber threats and protecting access to the internet.
Multinational private organizations have similar incentives to help secure the internet. Some of the most lucrative companies in the world such as Google and Apple depend on the internet to reach customers and sell products. Such economic incentives are seemingly increased when the vulnerabilities of a company's product give rise to or help propagate the threat. In mid-2010, the Stuxnet virus attacked infrastructure-monitoring computer systems built by Siemens. The virus gained control of key computer systems in Iran's nuclear facilities and wreaked havoc [Christian Science Monitor September 21, 2010 (Clayton 2010) ; The Guardian September 26, 2010 (Beaumont 2010) ]. The virus then spread to similar computer systems in other countries. Within weeks, Siemens, working alongside Symantec and others, released a detection and removal tool for the virus to ensure the security and viability of their product (Siemens; Murchu 2010) . Lastly, major technology companies such as Google and Facebook have considerable in-house cyber security and technology expertise that the U.S. government can leverage to help collectively police the internet by encouraging them to share best practices and pool resources when required.
Conclusion
The Conficker Working Group represents self organization, organic rules, and improved audit in the absence of autocratic identity and audit regimes. Like the city shop keepers and neighbors, when people have an interest in the abiding value of a commons and associated resource units, they will face incentives necessary to enhance and secure the commons. The role of government in these instances, properly conceived, entails harnessing the power of the individual participants, organically, or crowdsourcing. Social science work -theory, field work, and experimentation -provides these insights:
Any measure that keeps consequences tied to personal actions remains critically • important regardless of type of authority, ownership, or identity regime. For example, when costs, privacy, or other hurdles prevent the verification of identity, like on a busy city street, good visibility remains important. Communication among commons participants, even without full identity, • leads to enhanced outcomes for the commons. In conditions where the size of the population, or nature of relationships, facilitates trust and reciprocity, security and growth will be enhanced.
We understand that identity and audit regimes, even when implemented perfectly, will fail to prevent sufficient solutions to provide security. Therefore, as we consider cyber space and policies to secure economic and national security interests, policymakers must keep in mind the lessons from the commons. We propose that policymakers and cyber security professionals bolster existing identity and audit security with organic, crowdsourced approaches typically found in other commons.
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